Sentiment Analysis of the Waste Problem based on YouTube comments using VADER and Deep Translator
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Abstract—The waste problem is a severe problem that significantly affects the environment and public health. To effectively determine the public’s perception of the waste problem, it is necessary to examine public sentiment toward waste management. This research aims to develop a sentiment analysis model using VADER and deep translator and analyze the Yogyakarta waste emergency problem. This research was conducted in two phases, namely, the first phase was developing a sentiment analysis model by evaluating its performance based on public data. Then, the second phase classifies public comments from YouTube regarding the waste problem to understand public perceptions and evaluations by identifying positive, negative, and neutral sentiments. The model evaluation results show that sentiment analysis using VADER and deep translator can achieve Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score values of 0.716, 0.837, 0.853, and 0.738, respectively. The sentiment results from YouTube comments obtained positive, neutral, and negative sentiments of 30.0%, 31.7%, and 37.3%, respectively. The results of the sentiment analysis are neutral sentiment discussing waste management, disappointment in negative sentiment, and hope for waste management in positive sentiment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The waste problem is a severe challenge faced by many countries worldwide, including Indonesia. Rapid population growth, urbanization, and lifestyle changes have increased the volume of waste produced [1]. To overcome this problem, a deep understanding of public sentiment and perceptions regarding waste is the key to formulating effective strategies and policies. Social media data provides information that has great potential for gaining insight into people’s views regarding waste problems [2]. Sentiment analysis collects, processes, and assesses opinions or emotional evaluations of individuals or groups about a particular topic or entity [3]. Sentiment analysis aims to understand and measure general attitudes, sentiments, or feelings related to the analyzed subject.

The waste problem in Yogyakarta is a critical issue that requires immediate action to take quick steps to handle waste [4]. The high urban waste production in Yogyakarta is due to suboptimal waste management, especially in dealing with the enormous problem of waste production from various community activities [5]. Rapid population growth, tourists coming every year, and a lack of environmental awareness have also resulted in a drastic increase in waste produced daily. Several innovations that have been conducted to turn problems into opportunities include the waste bank, advanced recycling, innovative education, great collaboration, and the movement to process waste and rubbish with biopores [6]. Thus, serious efforts are needed from the government, society, and industry players to jointly solve this emergency waste problem, focusing on environmental education, improving waste management infrastructure, and promoting sustainable lifestyles.

Sentiment analysis has become a handy tool in various research conducted today. The sentiment analysis of the waste problem in Yogyakarta is hoped to show that many people feel concerned and worried about this situation. Many expressed concerns about the negative impacts that arise, such as environmental pollution and disruption to the tourism sector, which is the livelihood of many people in this city. However, some also expressed hope that concrete steps and solutions would soon be taken by the government and local communities.

Many studies have adopted sentiment analysis techniques to understand people’s sentiments in various domains, such as social media [7], mental health [8], social crisis detection [9], climate change [10], restaurant reviews [11], response to the pandemic COVID-19 [12]–[14], product reviews [15], [16], Amazon reviews [17], movie reviews [17], airline reviews [18], student responses to teaching [19], [20], electric vehicle reviews [21] and more. In the social media domain, sentiment analysis helps researchers understand public opinion on contemporary issues and monitor changes in sentiment in real time. In environments such as climate change, this research helps understand how people perceive environmental change and its impacts [10]. Thus, sentiment analysis has become essential in understanding and responding to currently developing social issues.

Sentiment analysis has also played an essential role in industry and business, especially in understanding product and service reviews [15], [16]. Customer reviews on platforms like Amazon provide valuable insights into customer satisfaction and product quality [17]. Sentiment analysis in restaurant and airline service reviews helps
companies improve the quality of their services based on customer feedback [11], [18]. In addition, sentiment analysis is also used in education to understand students’ responses to teaching and curriculum [19], [20]. All this shows that sentiment analysis is a versatile and valuable tool used in various research and industrial contexts to understand people’s feelings, opinions, and responses.

Two main approaches can conduct sentiment analysis: lexicon-based and machine learning/deep learning-based [10], [22]. The lexicon-based approach relies on a predefined dictionary of words and sentiment weights. This approach is advantageous when data resources are limited or when wanting to understand the specific sentiment toward certain words or phrases. The main advantage of the lexicon-based system is its ability to provide easy-to-understand interpretations and high readability for humans. However, this approach tends to be less adaptive in dealing with language variations and complex contexts.

On the other hand, machine learning/deep learning-based approaches use algorithms that can learn independently from data to identify sentiment patterns. This approach has the advantage of handling diverse languages and contexts. However, the disadvantage is that it requires a large training dataset, and the training process is time-consuming.

While machine learning/deep learning-based approaches have advantages in dealing with language variations and complex contexts, lexicon-based has a clarity and speed of interpretation that makes it especially useful in specific sentiment analysis or when time is a crucial factor. Meanwhile, machine learning/deep learning-based approaches require more significant resources and time for training, which may only sometimes be available in certain situations. With a lexicon-based system, we can quickly understand the sentiment in the text without having to involve a complicated training process.

There are several lexicon-based sentiment analysis methods, including SentiWordNet [23], Affective Norms for English Words (AFINN) [24]–[26], Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner (VADER) [27], [28], TextBlob[29], Pattern [30], dan NRC Emotion Lexicon [31]. SentiWordNet is a sentiment-based dictionary that assigns positive, negative, and neutral sentiment scores to each word in its dictionary. SentiWordNet calculates the overall sentiment of the text by balancing the scores of the terms that appear in the text. AFINN is an English sentiment dictionary that assigns a sentiment score on a scale from -5 (negative) to +5 (positive) for each word [25]. AFINN calculates the overall sentiment of the text by adding up the scores of the terms found. Later, VADER is a very sophisticated and context-based sentiment dictionary. This algorithm considers punctuation, case, and word context to calculate the overall sentiment of the text. TextBlob is a Python library that uses lexicon-based and machine-learning methods. It utilizes a dictionary of words with emotion and can perform grammatical analysis, such as multiple phrase identification. Pattern is another Python library that supports lexicon-based sentiment analysis. It can recognize sentiment in text and provides various other text-processing features. Lastly, the NRC Emotion Lexicon focuses on sentiment-related emotions like anger, happiness, sadness, and others. Identify emotional aspects in the text that can use the NRC Emotion Lexicon.

This research uses VADER because of VADER’s ability to overcome complex variations in context and language and recognize subtle sentiments in text. The VADER is proposed by C. Hutto and E. Gilbert [27] in 2014. VADER utilizes a lexicon containing preassigned sentiment values for words. Each word is assigned a sentiment score, indicating its level of positivity or negativity. The creation of this lexicon involved a manual process of gathering and annotating words by human evaluators. Each word in the VADER lexicon is assigned a sentiment polarization score, ranging from -1 (indicating negativity) to +1 (indicating positivity), with a neutral score hovering around 0. To address issues of intensity and exception, VADER considers the weight of words accompanying sentiment words. For instance, “excellent” receives a higher positive score than “good.” The overall sentiment score for a text is computed by amalgamating the scores of individual words, factoring in intensity and exception. VADER also takes into consideration the interrelation between words in a sentence. The algorithm employs heuristic rules to manage instances like negation (words conveying opposing sentiment) and contrast (shifts in sentiment within the same context). VADER assigns importance to punctuation and capitalization, where punctuations like exclamation marks (!) can elevate positive scores, and uppercase letters may signify emotional intensity. Furthermore, VADER acknowledges the contextual impact in sentiment assessment; for instance, using positive words following negative ones can alter the interpretation of the overall sentiment. VADER’s high accuracy can be an excellent choice for sentiment analysis research. This advantage makes VADER a popular and effective lexicon-based algorithm for various sentiment analysis research purposes. In this research, the model also added a language translator with a deep translator because the dictionary used by VADER is English.

The main objective of this research is to develop a sentiment analysis model using VADER and deep translator by testing it based on public datasets. Furthermore, the proposed sentiment analysis mode is used to conduct sentiment analysis based on social media data in the form of YouTube comments from videos discussing the Yogyakarta waste emergency problem to understand the public’s perception and evaluation of the waste problem in the form of identifying positive, negative, and neutral sentiments. The two contributions made in this research are the sentiment analysis model using VADER with a deep translator. The analysis results in positive, negative, and neutral sentiments and visualization of comments for each emotion.

The remainder of this research is structured by defining the research methods carried out in Section 2, presenting the results of the evaluation of sentiment analysis models from public data, the results of sentiment
analysis, and word cloud visualization based on the data examined in Section 3. This research is concluded with the results of sentiment analysis in Section 4.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.1 Research Stages

This research was designed with two stages: phase 1 and phase 2. The first phase was developing a sentiment analysis model using VADER and Deep-Translator based on a public dataset, and the second phase was conducting sentiment analysis based on a dataset of YouTube comments. The stages in phase 1 aim to find out the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Score values of the proposed sentiment analysis model and apply this model to phase 2. In more detail, the stages of this research are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Research Design](image)

In phase 1, the dataset consists of several data attributes. However, only two data attributes are used to evaluate the sentiment analysis model: the text attribute and the label attribute. The text attribute is preprocessed by changing the text to lower and removing mentions, URLs, and hashtags. Furthermore, the text that has been cleaned is translated into English for texts that contain language other than English. VADER is used to classify text into sentiment based on compound values according to variations in sentiment from the actual label. C. Hutto and E. Gilbert [27] determined compound values for three types of sentiment, namely positive, negative, and neutral, based on equation (1).

\[
\text{Compound Value (CV)} = \begin{cases} 
\text{positive}, & \text{CV} \geq 0.05 \\
\text{neutral}, & -0.05 < \text{CV} < 0.05 \\
\text{negative}, & \text{CV} \leq -0.05 
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

Meanwhile, the compound value is adjusted to equation (2) for variations in two sentiments, namely positive and negative.

\[
\text{Compound Value (CV)} = \begin{cases} 
\text{positive}, & \text{CV} \geq 0 \\
\text{neutral}, & \text{CV} < 0 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2)

This label attribute is referred to as the actual label, which is used for evaluation with the confusion matrix by comparing the results to the predicted label. Next, the sentiment analysis model examined in Phase 1 was used to analyze the sentiment dataset related to the waste problem in Yogyakarta in Phase 2. The dataset examined in phase 2 was crawled based on YouTube comments. The result of phase 2 is a classification of comment text divided into three sentiments: positive, negative, and neutral. Then, the classification results are visualized in WordCloud to see the words that frequently appear in each classification result.

2.2 Dataset

Phase 1 of this research uses a public dataset obtained from Kaggle, shown in Table 1. The Sentiment140 dataset is small and imbalanced, while the IMDB dataset is large but balanced. These two datasets were chosen because they represent different data characters even though the data context is still similar, namely tweets and reviews. In phase 2, a dataset based on YouTube comments was used crawled based on the URL shown in Table 2. This YouTube URL was obtained based on search results related to "Jogja Waste Emergency (Jogja Darurat Sampah)", and 464 comments were obtained. The dataset obtained based on Table 2 is in the form of comment text and is then analyzed based on the sentiment analysis model proposed in Phase 1.

![Table 1. Public Dataset Dataset](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of Text</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Percentage Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment140</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>{Polarity, Time, Type, User, Tweet}</td>
<td>{positive, neutral, negative}</td>
<td>{positive: 36.4%, neutral: 35.6%, negative: 28.0%}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This research has high urgency due to urgent environmental problems, the potential of social media data, and better decision-making. Waste is a pressing environmental problem that negatively impacts ecosystems and human health. Understanding public sentiment towards this problem will help formulate appropriate solutions for sustainable waste management. Social media has become the leading platform for people to share their opinions and experiences about waste. Sentiment analysis using social media data can provide valuable insights into understanding people’s mindsets and preferences regarding waste problems. By understanding community sentiment, stakeholders can make better decisions in policy formulation and implementation of waste management programs. This information can help increase the effectiveness of addressing waste problems. The results and discussion section is divided into two: the evaluation results of the proposed sentiment analysis model and the implementation of the proposed sentiment analysis model to obtain sentiment analysis results based on a dataset obtained from YouTube comments.

3.1 Model Sentiment Analysis using VADER and Deep-Translator

The proposed sentiment analysis model is shown in Figure 1 regarding phase 1, then the program code implementation in Python is obtained as shown in Figure 2-7. The sentiment140 dataset was obtained from the keitozoumana GitHub URL (https://github.com/keitazoumana/VADER_sentiment-Analysis). Keitozoumana also published the VADER sentiment analysis program code at URL [32]. Keitozoumana’s sentiment analysis model was used as the basis for this research to be further developed by improving it on a deep translator. The IMDB dataset was obtained from Kaggle with the URL https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/yasserh/imdb-movie-ratings-sentiment-analysis as a comparison dataset. Figure 2 and Figure 3 is the program code to read these two datasets, stored in files with the CSV extension.

```python
In [3]:
import pandas as pd

# Read the data set
data = pd.read_csv(data_url)
data.head()
```

**Figure 2. Read dataset Sentiment140**

```python
In [4]:
import pandas as pd

# Read the data set
data_url = 'dataset/data_imdb.csv'
data = pd.read_csv(data_url)
data.sample()
```

**Figure 3. Read dataset IMDB**
The first preprocessing stage after reading the dataset is label transformation. In the Sentiment140 dataset, labels are symbolized by three integers \( \{0, 2, 4\} \) and transformed into positive, neutral, and negative strings. Furthermore, for the IMDB dataset, there are two integers \( \{0, 1\} \) where these labels are transformed into positive and negative label strings. This label is needed in the model evaluation process with the confusion matrix.

**Figure 4. Change Label Polarity**

After the label transformation process, it continues with the cleaning process. Because VADER considers punctuation and word context to calculate the overall sentiment of the text, the cleaning process is conducted with just four things: changing the text to lower, removing mentions, removing URLs, and removing hashtags. The text cleaning process is performed as shown in Figure 5.

**Figure 5. Text Cleaning**

VADER is a text classification for sentiment analysis that uses English, so a translation process is needed for the text, which needs to calculate the compound value and then determine the polarity of the text into positive, negative, or neutral sentiment. This translation process is conducted by installing Deep Translator and then importing Google Translator. Each checked text can be translated into English based on the language source with the auto parameter. This auto parameter is intended to adjust the text’s source language, as shown in Figure 6. This translation is conducted by calling the translation method based on GoogleTranslator.

**Figure 6. Translation Process**

The main stage in the sentiment analysis process is text classification. In this text classification, the aim is to classify text by calculating compound values. The positive, neutral, and negative sentiment results are calculated based on equations (1) and (2). This text classification process is conducted by installing and importing NLTK and downloading the VADER lexicon. An instance of SentimentIntensityAnalyzer is created to calculate the polarity score. The polarity score result is a value consisting of four categories: positive value, negative value, neutral value, and compound value. This compound value becomes a reference value to be transformed into positive, negative, and neutral sentiment. The text classification process for sentiment analysis is conducted in Figure 7.
Evaluation results are conducted with the confusion matrix on two datasets, namely Sentiment140 and IMDB. Four evaluation measures are Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score. This value is considered suitable for making a sentiment analysis model because it obtains an accuracy and F1-score value of more than 70%. Furthermore, the precision and recall values reached more than 80%. This sentiment analysis model performed best on the Sentiment140 dataset, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Confusion Matrix Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment140</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMDB</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.738</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Sentiment Analysis and Visualization

The sentiment analysis model proposed in Phase 1 examined the dataset from YouTube comments. Based on this model’s results, an even sentiment distribution is obtained, as shown in Figure 8. However, negative sentiment is the most common, followed by neutral and positive sentiment.

![Figure 8. Percentage of Predicted Sentiment Analysis](image)

This polarization of sentiment is evenly spread, making it attractive to discuss. Based on the compound value, a candlestick with a comprehensive standard deviation gap is obtained, as shown in Figure 9. The most considerable compound value of the positive comments examined is 0.944, which states that “In fact, there is a solution for everything, there is just the will and commitment to hold the budget, and the money also comes from the community. I hope that the councils who are in control of the budget will think about buying a waste incinerator device, which is only zero point zero a certain percentage of the price (as long as there is no mark up on the budget), thankfully each RW will be given a grant of this equipment, so that it can be more useful. better yet, add waste processing equipment too, along with land belonging to the district/provincial government in each district/city. because if a citizen wants to buy such equipment, they also require various permits which of course in this country require an 'envelope' and are complicated. People, yes, there are many campuses with a lot of research, provide space and funding for research results to be produced, so that the waste in this country since ancient times has a solution, and isn’t always a mess.”

Meanwhile, the smallest compound value of the negative comments examined was -0.987, which states that
“If you don’t know what the problem is, at least research it first, it has been explained there that people throw rubbish on the street because the rubbish dump is closed. Don’t pay the dues and throw it on the bridge? Wow, this is ridiculous again, where I live there is a garbage charge every month, but I dispose of the trash myself, there’s no one from the government to collect it. The point is that the Jogja city government is incompetent in dealing with this waste crisis, Jogja is a densely built city, if it is told to independently process what is there, it will make noise among the community because burning smoke is everywhere (this has happened before). So where do people throw their rubbish if everything is closed? cook waste stored at home? The existing ones will set and smell if stored for a long time. The point is that the people of Jogja are actually good (it can be seen that before the ban on throwing rubbish there was no rubbish on the side of the road). Now they are confused about where to throw it away, it’s stored smelly. OK, just throw it away in an empty place. This is purely the government’s fault.”

Figure 9. Text Classification Process

A visualization of the terms that frequently appear from each sentiment is shown in Figure 10-12. In neutral sentiment, the words that appear more dominant than other words are “governor,” “rubbish,” “Jogja,” and “people.” These words show the impression of the people of Jogja towards the governor regarding rubbish management. Furthermore, for negative sentiment, the words that appeared more frequently were the words “rubbish,” “waste,” “problem,” and “people.” These words show that “rubbish” and “waste” are a “problem” for “people.” Later, for this positive sentiment, there are the words “solution,” “waste” and “rubbish.” These words show a discussion regarding solutions to overcome “waste” and “rubbish.” For more details, these comments are presented in Table 6-8.

Figure 10. WordCloud Neutral Sentiment

Figure 11. WordCloud Negative Sentiment

Figure 12. WordCloud Positive Sentiment
Several comments that can be highlighted as neutral sentiment are more inclined toward waste management, as shown in Table 6. Several words hope that there will be community awareness regarding waste processing using incinerators, softeners, or crushing machines to be used as waste generators and plant fertilizer. This hope also raises the potential to bring in investors to this business.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Text</th>
<th>Compound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;creative economy&quot; should be able to turn waste into gold...</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal waste management means that every district/city has at least 1 integrated processing facility, more than 1 waste processing system is better, as well as community cooperation for awareness about independent waste processing.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>managed with an incinerator; the term burnt can still be managed</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can be burned to generate electricity</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actually, can it be burned or not? Have you ever heard that abroad there are softening or crushing machines like that?</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>why not make a pila (garbage power plant)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I haven't burned the ashes to make fertilizer for joss plants... instead of piling up for days it will cause disease</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>build a waste processing factory that satisfies the boss, look for investors.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Waste management is an important issue, and the creative economy has great potential to turn waste into valuable resources. Ideally, every district or city should have at least one integrated waste processing facility, even better if there is more than one. Collaboration between the government community and awareness of independent waste processing is critical. One approach is to use an incinerator, where the waste is burned, and the resulting energy can be used to generate electricity. However, the question is whether there are other methods besides burning. Several countries have developed softening or crushing machines to manage waste. A more sustainable solution is to consider a waste power plant (PLTSA), which can convert waste into energy. And, of course, think about innovative measures such as turning the remaining ash from burning into valuable plant fertilizer. With adequate investment and waste processing plants, we can solve the waste problem while creating sustainable economic opportunities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Text</th>
<th>Compound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It has been explained there that people throw rubbish on the street because the rubbish dump is closed. don't pay the dues and throw it on the bridge? Wow, this is ridiculous again, where I live there is a garbage charge every month, but I dispose of the trash myself, there's no one from the government to collect it. The point is that the Jogja city government is incompetent in dealing with this waste crisis, Jogja is a densely built city, if it is told to independently process what is there, it will make noise among the community because burning smoke is everywhere (this has happened before). So where do people throw their rubbish if everything is closed? cook waste stored at home? The existing ones will set and smell if stored for a long time. The point is that the people of Jogja are actually good (it can be seen that before the ban on throwing rubbish there was no rubbish on the side of the road). Now they are confused about where to throw it away, it’s stored smelly. OK, just throw it away in an empty place. This is purely the government’s fault. critical.....</td>
<td>-0.986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Neutral Sentiment

Table 7. Sentiment Negative

Table 8. Sentiment Positive
There are many problems in this country, one of which is waste but it is not managed efficiently by the regional and central governments, will become a time bomb throughout Indonesia in the future. Let's see how serious management is from the small ones or the big ones. a definite impact on society twice more, especially small and poor communities. The number 1 leader of the village school must think from small things to big things because the government is a servant, not to be served. Every household should manage the waste they produce themselves, not just throw it away in a landfill, I feel sorry for the waste collectors and dump sites, whose waste is it anyway???

Waste is an industrial opportunity...where is this government...economic potential is not always the beautiful things that have been managed only for the beautiful and productive ones...but forget to process the impact of beautiful development and growth. The government should have a policy that waste that is difficult to decompose should be reduced or even eliminated if it is piled up in piles, think long-term, the longer it goes, the more you will feel sorry for our children and grandchildren... we will inherit the waste management... don't act if there are victims, don't act If it's not viral yet... think ahead The impact is that the burden on the environment increases, as well as health threats. The worry is that if a landslide occurs it will cause casualties, possibly loss of life, or property. Why aren't Indonesia trying to build a waste melting plant? So build a closed warehouse to reduce unpleasant odor pollution, and a smelter that can turn waste into dust. Closings rubbish dumps is ridiculous. There is rubbish every day, if the government had thought about it this would not have happened. The governor should issue a gubernatorial regulation that each region must have its own TPS because the biggest contributor of waste is Sleman, even though Sleman has the largest area but doesn't have TPS and still dumps it in Piyungan. Why is the DIY government slow???

It's time for the DIY provincial government to have integrated waste technology. The population is increasing and land for final waste disposal is limited. The real problem is that this waste is mixed (organic/non-organic). If it were separated, it might be easier to turn it into recycled material or even fertilizer, automatically the amount of waste wouldn't be as much. trash... waste... that's the chain of life. If the solution continues to be done using traditional methods,... while life is becoming more and more advanced, the population is increasing... how come waste management seems to be stagnant/running in place. even though the era is high technology... many city-states are developing rapidly, but waste has been regulated, and the end result is good, clean, no problem. The government seems to see that this waste is not/is not yet optimal... shows the intention to deal with waste with regulations, but the facilities must be made easier to procure, and without using machines, equipment, which is effective and efficient by using melting machines, which produce more useful downstream products , for life. create a budget that is appropriate/measurable to your needs... involve experts and educational institutions to design it. Hopefully it will be resolved quickly, so that my hometown remains beautiful

Piyungan tpst can be a mine for worm protein, maggots & organic compost, and industrial scale non-organic enumeration. I hope you are in good health. If the Piyungan waste allocation is looking for another allocation in the vast Kulonprogo area, what do you do, Mr. Municipal Government? But try to break it down neatly and not pollute the surrounding environment. Come on, residents of Yogyakarta must be able to clean up so that Yogyakarta remains clean and its citizens healthy.. just make it into compost or something else, friend If the waste is processed and recycled, not collected or thrown away, Indonesian people should have self-awareness and not just blame each other on related parties.

4. CONCLUSION

This research proposed a sentiment analysis model using VADER and deep-translator. The evaluation results shown the model has good performance and can be used to analyze sentiment from YouTube comments regarding the waste problem in Yogyakarta. The positive, negative, and neutral sentiment analysis results shown that people’s opinions about waste management vary. Several processing technologies, such as incinerators and waste softening machines, are expected to be supported by each district/city and must also have integrated waste management. Negative sentiment is related to disappointment with waste management and separation. The waste
problem is worrying and is compounded by many residents throwing rubbish carelessly. The government must enforce effective regulations, use advanced technology, and appropriate budgets to solve the waste problem.
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